Non-Fiction Titles Being Published in March 2024

3 Shades of Blue: Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Bill Evans, and the Lost Empire of Cool by James Kaplan
Age of Revolutions: Progress and Backlash from 1600 to the Present by Fareed Zakaria
Black Box: Writing the Race by Henry Louis Gates
Building an Affordable House by Fernando Pages Ruiz
Collisions: The Origins of the War in Ukraine and the New Global Instability by Michael Kimmage
Emancipation of the Mind: Radical Philosophy, the War Over Slavery, and the Refounding of America by Matthew Stewart
Escaping Nature: How to Survive Global Climate Change by Orrin H. Pilkey
Formula: How Rogues, Geniuses, and Speed Freaks Reengineered F1 Into the World’s Fastest-Growing Sport by Joshua Robinson
Fragrant Flower Garden: Growing, Arranging & Preserving Natural Scents by Stefani Bittner
God’s Ghostwriters: Enslaved Christians and the Making of the Bible by Candida Moss
Heart and the Chip: Our Bright Future with Robots by Daniela Rus
How to Win an Information War: The Propagandist Who Outwitted Hitler by Peter Pomerantsev
Illiberal America: A History by Steven Hahn
Jewish Holiday Table: A World of Recipes, Traditions & Stories to Celebrate All Year Long by Naama Shefi
Kingdom of Play: What Ball-Bouncing Octopuses, Belly-Flopping Monkeys, and Mud-Sliding Elephants Reveal about Life Itself by David Toomey
Metaracism: How Systemic Racism Devastates Black Lives--And How We Break Free by Tricia Rose
Plentiful Country: The Great Potato Famine and the Making of Irish New York by Tyler Anbinder
Putin and the Return of History: How the Kremlin Rekindled the Cold War by Martin Sixsmith
Rise and Fall of the Second American Republic: Reconstruction, 1860-1920 by Manisha Sinha
Secrets of the Octopus by Sy Montgomery
Selling the Dream: The Billion-Dollar Industry Bankrupting Americans by Jane Marie
Space Oddities: The Mysterious Anomalies Challenging Our Understanding of the Universe by Harry Cliff
There's Always This Year: On Basketball and Ascension by Hanif Abdurraqib
Underestimated: The Wisdom and Power of Teenage Girls by Chelsey Goodan
Vulture Capitalism: Corporate Crimes, Backdoor Bailouts, and the Death of Freedom by Grace Blakeley
Waltham Murders: One Woman's Pursuit to Expose the Truth Behind a Murder and a National Tragedy by Susan Clare Zalkind
Work, Retire, Repeat: The Uncertainty of Retirement in the New Economy by Teresa Ghilarducci
Year of Last Things: Poems by Michael Ondaatje
You Get What You Pay for: Essays by Morgan Parker
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Mind, Body, Spirit Titles Coming in March 2024

Anxious Generation: How the Great Rewiring of Childhood Is Causing an Epidemic of Mental Illness by Jonathan Haidt
Athlete’s Guide to Recovery: Rest, Relax, and Restore for Peak Performance by Sage Rountree
Autoimmune Cure: Healing the Trauma and Other Triggers That Have Turned Your Body Against You by Sara Szal Gottfried
Biology of Kindness: Six Daily Choices for Health, Well-Being, and Longevity by Immaculata de Vivo
Brain Inflamed: Uncovering the Hidden Causes of Anxiety, Depression, and Other Mood Disorders in Adolescents and Teens by Kenneth Bock
Cultures of Growth: How the New Science of Mindset Can Transform Individuals, Teams, and Organizations by Mary C. Murphy
Foraged & Grown: Healing, Magical Recipes for Every Season by Tara Lanich-Labrie
Menopause Brain: New Science Empowers Women to Navigate the Pivotal Transition with Knowledge and Confidence by Lisa Mosconi
Mind Game: An Inside Look at the Mental Health Playbook of Elite Athletes by Julie Kliegman
Montessori Child: A Parent’s Guide to Raising Capable Children with Creative Minds and Compassionate Hearts by Simone Davies
Rhett & Link Present: The Mythical Cookbook: 10 Simple Rules for Cooking Deliciously, Eating Happily, and Living Mythically by Josh Scherer
Slow Productivity: The Lost Art of Accomplishment Without Burnout by Cal Newport
Wander Woman: How to Reclaim Your Space, Find Your Voice, and Travel the World, Solo by Beth Santos
Why We Die: The New Science of Aging and the Quest for Immortality by Venki Ramakrishnan

Biographies Being Published in March 2024

Devout: A Memoir of Doubt by Anna Gazmarian
Dispersals: On Plants, Borders, and Belonging by Jessica J. Lee
Double Click: Twin Photographers in the Golden Age of Magazines by Carol Kino
How to Be Old: Lessons in Living Boldly from the Accidental Icon by Lyn Slater
Ian Fleming: The Complete Man by Nicholas Shakespeare
If You Can’t Take the Heat: Tales of Food, Feminism, and Fury by Geraldine Deruiter
No Bullet Got Me Yet: The Relentless Faith of Father Kapaun by John Stansifer
Not Your China Doll: The Wild and Shimmering Life of Anna May Wong by Katie Gee Salisbury
The House of Hidden Meanings: A Memoir by Rupaul
Thunder Song: Essays by Sasha Lapointe
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